50’s SCI-FI AND ARCADE GAMEPLAY ARE NOW TOGETHER IN 3D!

CLASSIC TO THE CORE!
A non-existent arcade of the 50’s, where crazy maneuvers are rewarded: kill enemies in a short-range to get medals, kill leaders to scare enemies and get more medals. You’ll get a bonus every 10 medals!

Clever gameplay, grayscale color palette, FM music fanfares and sound effects will take you back to the never-existent arcade era of the 50’s, where fun was the only thing!

FEATURES:
» 3D mode to play with anaglyph glasses
» Traditional arcade look and feel
» Variety of situations in 5 tropical planets

A ferocious insect army from planet Verminest is spreading through the space. Defend your planet and fight back them until you finally reach the nest of Queen Verminia.
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